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Abstract
Mobile ad hoc networks are becoming much popular nowadays
as a research and network utilities. This network framework is
effective but it is surrounded with security related issues. There
are a lot of challenges and problems are found like continuously
changed topology and changes in resource constrains may form
performance and security gaps between MANET arrangement.
The data flooding attack causes Denial of Service attacks by
flooding of packets. In this paper, an approach is designed and
simulated to handle flooding attack and detect the attack by
managing the history table and limiting the flooding value.
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1. Introduction
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is infrastructure
less network of mobile nodes that can communicate with
each other without the use of a centralized administration.
The applications of MANET are especially in military
services, vehicle networks disaster management and
battlefield surveillance. In MANET each node is free to
move in any direction hence it does not have any
predefined topology, it can change instantly as the node
moves and coverage area changes. MANETs are generally
formed for short range communication.
The performance of the network depends on the
number of devices; it degrades as the number of device
increases because all the devices share the available
network resources. And so the node may behave as
malicious or selfish node to save its own resources and
using the other nodes’ resources. There are many possible
attacks such as black hole attacks, wormhole attacks,
malicious flooding attacks, and so on. The malicious
flooding attack is one of the fatal attacks on existing ondemand routing protocols. Malicious flooding attacks are
performed either by forwarding many Route Request
(RREQ) packets or data packets. Hence, they can be
categorized into RREQ flooding attacks and data flooding

attacks. In on-demand routing protocols like Ad hoc On
Demand Vector (AODV), a mobile node sends a RREQ
packet to initiate route discovery. Either the destination
node, or any intermediate node, which has a recent route
to the destination node, sends a Route Reply (RREP)
packet back to the source node. When the source node
receives the RREP packet then it constructs a path in the
direction of receiving RREP and then transmits data
packets through this path. If during data transfer, the
current path is disconnected then a Route Error (RERR)
packet is sent to the source node to notify the path failure
and then, the path is reinitiated. Hence, the RREQ packet
is an essential packet in mobile ad hoc networks since it is
used for establishing a data transmission path. The
malicious flooding attacker floods many RREQ packets to
its neighbor nodes so that battery power of neighbor node
is drain and node is disconnected from the network. If
there exist such type of node which (it may be a
compromised node). And battery power of legitimate node
becomes off so it is not possible to make legal connection
between source and destination.

2. Related Study
Mobile ad hoc networks will appear in environments
where the nodes of the networks have little or no physical
protection. Thus mobile node may be compromised node.
This work also works for the security attacks Denial-ofService (DoS). The attack of initiating / forwarding fake
Route Requests (RREQs) can lead to hogging of network
resources and hence denial of service to genuine nodes.
Interest is emerging in securing MANET because of its
mobility factor and limited resources so unnecessary
packets which consume battery power should be avoided.
The basic attack possible in MANET and ideas to prevent
flooding attack are given in Ad Hoc Networks [13]. In this
work author explains new DOS attack and its defense in
ad hoc networks. The new DOS attack is called Ad Hoc
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Flooding Attack (AHFA) in which the intruder broadcasts
excessive Route Request packets, all immediate neighbors
of the intruder, track the behavior of sender and record it
and check its trust by using a trust function. Once the
threshold is exceeded, nodes discard any future requests
from the intruder. The results of this implementation show
FAP can prevent the Ad Hoc Flooding attack efficiently.
A way to handle Distributed Denial-of-Service Attack is
given in [12] by using policy based networking.
A Filtering Scheme against RREQ flooding attack in
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks is proposed [2]. In this paper a
new technique is proposed for filtering RREQ flooding.
This type of attack is hard to detect since malicious nodes
mimic normal nodes in all aspects except that they do
route discoveries much more frequently than the other
nodes. So the authors propose a distrusted filtering
mechanism to mitigate such situations and to stop
reduction in throughput. This proposed scheme could
prevent this specific kind of DoS attack and does not use
any additional network
A Trust Based Security Scheme for RREQ Flooding
Attack in MANET [3]. This paper presents a novel
technique to mitigate the effect of RREQ flooding attack
in MANET using trust estimation function in DSR on
demand routing protocol. It maintains a relation table of a
neighbour, which categorise a neighbour node as a Friend,
Stranger or Acquaintance. If neighbour sends RREQ first
time then it is considered as a Stranger, and has the lowest
trust value. If node sends previously sent packets then it is
considered as Acquaintance. These are the nodes which
have the trust level between the Friends and Stranger. Last
category is Friends. These are the most trusted nodes and
have the highest trust value.
Security Scheme for Distributed DoS in Mobile Ad
Hoc Networks [4]. In this paper, a proactive scheme is
proposed that could prevent a specific kind of DoS attack
and identify the misbehaving node. And to find suitable
solution to overcome the attack of initiating / forwarding
fake Route Requests (RREQs) that lead to hogging of
network resources and hence denial of service to genuine
nodes.
Flooding Attack Prevention (FAP) method [5] [7] is
defense against the Ad Hoc Flooding Attack in mobile ad
hoc networks. When the intruder broadcasts excessive
packets of Route Request, then intruder’s behavior is
recorded by its immediate neighbors and they check its
trust by a trust function. Once a node exceeds the
threshold value, all the request packets from that node is
discarded by other nodes. This implementation shows that
FAP can prevent the Ad Hoc Flooding attack efficiently.
Another flooding attack prevention method uses neighbor
suppression and path cut off method by handling priorities
of requests [7]. A defensive mechanism is used against
flooding attack by using public key cryptography and

digital signatures [6], so that IP address spoofing by
malicious node can be prevented.

3. AODV
The Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV)
algorithm is a routing protocol which provides dynamic,
multi hop routing between mobile nodes of an ad hoc
network. As the topology always changes in MANET so
AODV provides dynamic routing procedures by finding
new routes to destinations, and removes the routing entries
for unreachable destinations. Using AODV mobile nodes
can respond to link breakages and changes in network
topology in a timely manner. AODV operates in a loopfree manner, and it avoids the Bellman-Ford "counting to
infinity" problem which provides quick convergence when
the topology of ad hoc network changes. When any active
link breaks, AODV notifies the affected nodes. Using this
notification, nodes remove the entries for those routes by
the lost link. Route Requests (RREQs), Route Replies
(RREPs) and Route Errors (RERRs) are message types
defined by AODV.

Table 1: Format of RREQ Packet

Type
J

Join flag; reserved for multicast.

R

Repaired flag; reserved for multicast

G

Gratuitous RREP Flag; Indicates whether a
gratuitous RREP should be unicast to the node
specified in the destination IP address field.

D

Destination only flag; indicates only the
destination may respond to the RREQ
.

U

Unknown sequence number; indicates
destination sequence number is unknown.

the

Reserved Sent as 0; ignored on reception
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Destination Sequence Number The latest sequence
number received in the past by the originator for
any route towards the destination.

UNKNOWN NODE. If the no. of RREQ packet arrived
are less than the DISCARD_LIMIT then process the
packet, and set as KNOWN NODE. So that average value
is known for RREQ packet flooding in sessions.
In fig 1 suppose there are five nodes. N0, N1, N2, N3,
N4, N5. N0 initialize route discovery process by sending
RREQ packets to its neighbor’s node. When N2 or N1
sends RREP packet to N0 then it stops sending packet.
These we can say as first session and capture the RREQ
packet flooding in all sessions by each node to its
neighbors. Now take an average of RREQ packets
flooding in sessions by each node to its neighbors. By
using this average value calculate

Originator IP Address IP Address of the node which
originates the route request.

RATE_LIMIT =Max no. of RREQ [ Si] - AVG_VAL

Hop Count The number of hopes from the originator IP
Address to the node handling the request.
RREQ ID A sequence number particularly identifying
particular route request when taken in
conjunction with the originating node’s IP
Address.
Destination IP Address IP address of destination for
which a route is desired.

Originator Sequence Number The current sequence
number to be used in the route entry pointing towards the
originator of the route request.

4. Proposed Approach
The proposed approach tries to minimize unnecessary
RREQ packet flooding and saving the battery power of
legitimate node. This approach works on threshold
policies of RREQ packets [1]. The Proposed technique is
based on history table maintained for previous recorded
RREQ packets in certain number of sessions at time of
simulation. This approach is based on finding the RREQ
packets send and received by each node from their
neighbor nodes in sessions maintained in history table.
Then average of RREQ packets value in all session is
calculated. Discard Limit is also calculated based on this
average value. . History table is maintained on each node
which contain record the RREQ packets values in the
sessions created during simulation and by applying
formula for nodes discard limit and average value is
calculated.
Assume that if there exists a node which
unnecessarily broadcasts the RREQ packets to its neighbor
nodes for the intension of battery wastage so that
legitimate node gets disconnected from network. Proposed
scheme tries to minimize the problem by determining a
DISCARD_ LIMIT (D_LIMIT). If a node receives RREQ
packet from its neighbor nodes then it maintain the history
of RREQ flooding from its neighbor nodes in sessions (a
group of five session is maintained).Then it calculates the
AVG_VAL of RREQ packets arrived on that node from
its neighbors in each session.
This scheme depends on the MAX_VAL, AVG_VAL
and DISCARD_LIMIT. If the no. of received RREQ
packet is greater than the DISCARD_LIMIT then discard
the packets after arriving to that limit and set as

D_LIMIT= (AVG_VAL+RATE_LIMIT)+1
If received RREQ is greater than RREQ
DISCARD_LIMIT then Drop the RREQ packets and set
the node as UNKNOWN NODE. And if received RREQ
less than RREQ DISCARD_LIMIT Process the packet set
as KNOWN NODE.

Fig. 1 Setup of Nodes in Network

3.1 Algorithm
1. Begin
If intermediate node k receives RREQ from node i.
2. Determine the RREQ Discard limit (or D_LIMIT) of
RREQ receives in all sessions on each node from their
neighbors node.
3. AVG_VAL=AVG [S1, S2, S3, S4, S5]
4. RATE_LIMIT =max no of RREQ [Si] - AVG_VAL
5. RREQ Discard limit= (AVG_VAL+RATE_LIMIT) +1
6. If received RREQ >RREQ Discard limit
 Drop the RREQ packet
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 Set the node a UNKNOWN NODE.
7. If received RREQ <RREQ Discard limit
 Process the packet
 Set as KNOWN NODE.
In Proposed approach the algorithm is designed
to work with AODV protocol. According to the above
calculation and steps same process is applied for all
Nodes. In this way proposed work detect RREQ flooding
attack at node from neighbor nodes and node is malicious
or legitimate can be known. .

3.2 Flowchart

4. Conclusion
In this paper the proposed approach minimizes the
problem of battery draining due to unnecessary RREQ
packet flooding. Effectiveness of the technique depends
on the discard limit and average value of RREQ packet
flooding done by its neighbors node which is determine by
maintaining history table on each node. These tables
capture the RREQ packets flooding value done by its
neighbor nodes. If neighbor node always floods RREQ
greater then discard limit then it is set as UNKNOWN
NODE otherwise in normal flooding it is set as KNOWN
NODE. This method helps in saving battery power of
legitimate node and to minimize RREQ flooding in route
discovery between source and destination
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